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m Jong-il, has
m I1-sung's son
n for more than entyyears, w
in effect been in charge of the daythe heir apparent in 1980 a
rea for the last few ars, there was
to-day administration of Nor
considerable apprehension about whether the chan in leadership
would proceed smoothly.
were several reasons
this concern. n the first place, there
t has never r lly understood Korea.
simple fact that the
This has been compounded since the Korean War b
deliberate effort to isolate itself from outside
ightened by its own bizarre pro
en real uncertainty about ho
collapse of Communism in th
d the fundamental
changes taking place in its other close ally, the People's Republic of
China. With its economy in disarray, would it open up to the outside,
as for example Vietnam has done, or would it tighten the screws
internally even further? Finally, there has been anxiety about how
orth Korea, assuming that it has been driven into a corner, would
to the mounting concerns about its apparent interest in a
nuclear programme.
In the belief that the attitudes and actions of the
leadership (and, for that matter, also of that in
can only be
understood in the light of events on the peninsula
the Japanese
cupation and the immediate post-war period, this
flooks first at this historical back
~~~~~~~

t then considers the emergence and leadership of President
the career of his son and heir apparent,
time of ~ i t i n g the
, succession appears
complications, but there are still problem

blame lies with its o
e colonisation with a m u c ~
orea and an industrial
aterial resources, although
economy outpaced that of
e and not simply
and if one considers per capita
g Eui-gak) Since
P, it was only overtaken in 1986 (
behind, with reports of food shortages,
ucture maintenance^ lack of necessa
development and an acute shortage of oil.
uch of the blame for this state of affairs must lie with the diversion
of resources to the defence effort. Of course, North Korea is not
unique in this regard; in 1991 the defence appropriation in South
ent of the total budget)
rea fell below 4 per cent of GNP (24.
can afford to bear this
the first time in 18 years, although
level of expenditure more easily than P'
think about this state of affairs, it nee
halves of the divided peninsula remain on a war footing since no peace
treaty has replaced the armistice concluded at the end of the Korean
ar.
as also been adversely affected by the collapse of
mmunism elsewhere and the inability or u n w i l l i ~ ~ e s s
erstwhile allies to continue concessional trade arrangements.
China is now only prepared to lend moral support.
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The official ideologies of juche and c
th their emphasi on 'self reliance,' and the
~ c o n o ~ sphere),
ic
constant mass campaigns designed to increase producti~ty,which were
effective for so long (at considerable h u ~ a nexpense), are no longer
adequate to overcome these problems.
orean leadership has not been unaware of the need to
tackle the economic crisis, and new leade
Jong-il, himself a
duate in political economy, has been ap
sitions for some time. But the belated e
nd enthusiastic support for t

nfucian ideals but also the
evertheless, the regime has made tentative moves to break out of its
ation in the past - unfortunately, generally misunderstood or
berately ignored. Even the present nuclear cris appears designed
partly to extract concessions from the United tates, principally
recognition and economic assistance.
The problem is that the est (and especially the Unite
never really und~rstoodKorea and conse~uentlyhas not known how
to respond to signals from Pyongyang (or Seoul, for that matter).
the late 19th century
ngdom' to missionary
n 1905 the Unit

ojong's desperate plea for
refusal of the powers to
port the Emperor's request at the Hague Peace Conference in June
1907 for support against Japanese annexation only emboldened Japan
to turn Korea into a full-blown colony, This was followed by refusal
by the Allies to recognise the orean government-in-exile in China. At
the end of the Pacific War because it could not conceive of the
mselves (something they had done as a unified
reans governing
gdom since 668
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(not supported by Britain) which ultimately led to the division of the
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understandable
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societies, and even the heads of the South Korean chaebol (industrial
conglomerates) have been known t o pass the mantle to a son. This is
a far cry either from the Seoul's 'habit' of electing as presidents
rean Military Academy graduates (Chun Doo-hwan and Roh Taeere classmates) and offering key appointments to alumni of
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time as the regent Taewongun attempted to eliminate the
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Russia, Britain, France (particularly to pro
ies) and the United States, but Japan was a gr
as able to force orea to conclude a friendship treaty.
panese penetration of
ther residents flocked t
rmer enjoyed a trade monopoly. The Korean court reluctantly began
open the country. On 6 June 1882 a Treaty of Commerce was
signed with the United States, followed by similar treaties with
many, France and Russia over the next fe
a pawn in the rivalry between the powers.
ars had a profound effect o
se affronts (which incl
assassination
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comparative freedom.
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overwhelming opposition to this turn of events.
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demonstrations were peaceful Japanese police and troops fired into the
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For reasons of prestige, it was desirable for the
vernor-General's surrender in the capi
red to draw a line following the exis
ever, the one line which was on all the available maps
was the 38th parallel, so that became the boundary between the two
zones.
here was a precedent for such a division in the
ference to allow (~ationalist)China
e the 16th parallel, with British ad
that latitude. But consideration of the post-war administration of
Korea had received little attention during the war. At the Cairo
Conference in ovember 1943, the American, ritish and Chinese
leaders had simply expressed their determination 'that in due course
Korea shall become free and independent,' a stance endorsed by the
oviet leader at Teheran. The US State partment's attitude at this
ime was that the Koreans were 'not cap e of self-~overnment.'For
d States refused to re

ter Churchill were enth

the proposal did not

ions, both leaders expressed the view that there was
after the defeat of the Japan
eorge Marshall advised the
legation at the Potsdam Conference that US troops would not enter
rea until after the successful capture of the main Japanese island of
epartment was w o r ~ n gon plans for
sula. Whether the Soviet Union was
upation, as Chinese Forei
, the matter was
General Order No 1,' which
was conveyed to Great Britain and the Soviet Union on 15 August, the
day of the formal Japanese surrender. Stalin raised no objection to the
onesteel); instead
orea (as devised
anese surrender in the
uriles and the partiti

5th Army reached the 38th parallel on 28 August, but it
8 September that Lieutenant-General odge's 24th Corps
landed at Inch'on from Okinawa. The surrender of Japanese
era1 Abe Nobuyuki was taken by Lieutenant-General
e-Admiral Kinkaid in Seoul the next day." The initial
merican retention in power of the despised Japanese colonial
reaucracy soon had to be reversed in the face of public outrage.
efore American troops arrived a nationwide administration
epublic) was established, based on the
hich had sprun
here after the
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Of course, landings on the Japanese home islands subsequently
unnecessary due to the surrender.
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This order dealt with the procedure for accepting Japanese surrender.

10 For a more detailed account of this issue, see
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as necessary, but probably five years) and a joint
consider infrastructure matters, Soviet Forei

The two competing forces in the south of the peninsula were internally
divided over their attitu e to the Moscow
People's Committees, which even the Centr
conceded were a 'grassroots independence movement,'
e Syng-man, these included
list under the Japane
om-sok (leader of the
Ho-sang and Yun Chi-yong. The main forces supporting these political
figures were the North-West Youth, refugees from the North described
by US intelligence sources as 'a terrorist grou ,' and the C o n s t a ~ u l a ~ ~
which was led by Koreans who had served a officers in the Japanese
Army, most notably Kim
Shakugen), who had
spearheaded efforts to c
nchoukuo. The head
of the Seoul etropolitan Police,
shadowy figure.

rea today. (Cambridge,
1950), p. 52. Cited in Whelan, Drawing the line, p. 33.

14 For text, see Carl Berger, The Korea knot.
(Westport: Greenwood, 1964), pp. 59-60.
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r ovisional People's ommittee for
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encoura~ementin ' y o n ~ a n gIn~ the south, faced with overwhelming
opposition to its licies, the USMG responded on 30 June 1946
announcing that it intended to support a coalition led
and Lyuh Woo
in a deliberate move to isolate
whose prickly
nd bellicose attitude particularly a n
US Embassy.
r 1946 an i n t e r i ~parliament was
formed around
The Joint Commission established under th
oscow Agreement was
able to make any headway, with the Unit
orean question be referred to the Unite
Union calling for the withdrawal of all foreign troops from the
peninsula. However, it was not until October 1947 (and in the light of
developments in Europe) that the Soviet Union finally abandoned
efforts to cooperate with the United States in the
14 November 1947 the UN General Assembly adop
resolution calling for elections to form a national government, and the

16 See The unkno

17 The rationale for referring Korea to the United
expressed in a J t Chief of Staffs memorandu of 25 September
reduce f o r m in
ea which 'could well be used elsewhere' (Greece,
It was felt that there was little strategic interest in ~
~ troop levels
n in
Korea. See Drawing the Line, pp. 43-44.
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Tu-bong, who had been chairman o
e (Choson tongnip tongmaeng) in enan (China) was elected
an of the Presidium of the Assembly (in effect, President),
orean Commun
while Kim 11-sun became Premier and the Sou
ier and Forei
leader Park €30 ong was appointed ~ e p u t y
inist er
e

out the nature of 'n
rnmunism' has
ea as either a
tates has regarded
ese satellite. In fact, it has never been either. In the immediate
-war period the regime was based to a large e ent on the People's
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influence. hereafter,
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he role played by
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onstitution was amended a num
of times and then,
stitution.zl The ne
r 1972, replaced by the current
onstitution reflected the major restructu
which had occurred progressively over th
it regulated the creation of the
sitions of President
residents, the formation of the Central People's Committee
and State Administration Council (Cabinet) and the do
the state ideologies of chuch'e (Article 4) and chollinza

nist states, real pow
), which is mention
Constitution (in connection with the chuch'e ideo1
leaders hold joint position
'th the latter only servin
rkers' Party is a
every aspect of Nor
ngress, which meets irregularly, is nominally - together with its
ntral Committee - the 'supreme leadership organ' of the Party, real
er rests in the hands of the members of the Central Co
tical Bureau and that body's Presidium, and in the
1 The new Constitution came into effect on 28 December 1972. For the text, see
Tai Sung An, North Korea.
tical handbook (Wilmington:
Resources, 1983), pp. 2
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Chuch'e, literally 'foundation o tion,' is the term used to denote the s e l f - r ~ ~ a n t
line followed by North Korea.
ICita Chosen Suzuki Masayuki has
shakaikh ugi to den to no kyoei
0:Tokyo daigaku sh
41, although first used by Kim 11-sung in a speech
classic formulation in a speech about combatin
activists on 28 December 1955 (thanks to Gavan
Chollima,or 'thousand-ri horse,' refers to a mass mo
to increase production through strenuous effort.
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be noted that the State Political Security Department (secret police) is
directly responsible t o the President.
rea needs to be
ne other eleme t of the political system in
mentioned before turning to the life and times
1-sung himself.
This is the ~ersonalitycult which was created around, not only Kim 11sung, but which embraces (almost) his entire extended family. The
principal epithets attached to Kim 11-sung and his son and successor,
Kim Jong-il, have been 'Great Leader' and 'Dear Leader' respectively.
ther terms have included 'lodestar of ou
and 'sun and legendary hero of the nation.'
pointed out, such adulation reminds one of imperial cults such as that
surrounding the late Shah of
si
tly, a whole
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pantheon of myths has been created aro
but not solely, related to his anti-Japanese activities.
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ccormack, "The North Korean pheno~enon: milsungism - the path
to socialism?' (paper presented to the 2nd national Korean Studies Conference,
Melbourne, 1980), pp. 12-13.
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is move not on
strengthened the Communists in the North from the Party leadersh
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though Kim Tu-bong became its Chairman). By the time of the
'national' e
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personally mediated
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Premier, a 'demotion' a1
of his nephew,35 althou
ntal depression. In any case, he remained out of public view from
ril 1975 until his surprise reap earance at seventh place in the
hierarchy in late 1993.36

rn Jong-il was born on 16 February 194 in V ~ a t § u kin the
e Province,37 not as myth has it, on Paektusan (
ain on the North Korea-China border which is vene

-il and his s u ~ o u n d i n
e r he
ession of the Central C o ~ m i t t eon~ 8 ~ e ~ m b 1993
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Vice-President by
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,' Vantap Point
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ngress of the
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at
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only by continuing the evolution generation after
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ition of Party
il was therefor
the Teams.
though the term 'Party Centre' h
occasions, its appearance in an editori
inmun on 14 Februa
that he was being groomed to succeed his father. There was, ho
resistance to this turn of events from a number of quarters.
position groups centred around
were demoted or pur
my such as Li Yongcuted, amongst the
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3 (1983), 12.
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in fell on the

atever the reality, an so far no evidence has merged to
theories, the transition of power to
ded unexpectedly smoothly. On
summonsed all 145 Members and 103 Candidate
Central Committee and the 687 members of the
preme People's Assembly to P'yongyan
members and senior bureaucrats outside of the
re~alled.~' According to an Itar-Tass report,
in the positions o President and
rkers' Party o
was not expected until afte
a radio broadcast, suggeste
third of his father's
mmission.52 There is,
power struggle with his uncle over the pre~idency?~
gency reported that 'more
le the Korean Central
n (people) on the fiv
on the death of the Great Leader,
refused to send any message or
48 Agence France Presse report, Tokyo, 13.7.1994, 2235.
49 Reuters report, W ~ h i n ~ o 11.7.19~4,
n,
2137.
50 Agence France Presse report, eoul, 10.7.1994, 1738.

51 Kyodo report, Tokyo, 19.7.1994,1125. S u g g ~ t i that
o ~ he might relinquis
or other of the posts held by his father, for example,
Yong-ju to assume the p r ~ i d e proved
n ~ ~ ill-founded.

52 Australian, 14.7.1994, 6.
odo report, Seoul, 29.7.1994, 103
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e, as s h o w by the oppositio
least by the Chinese

'impetuous and temperamental.' Some o f the worst excesses of the
orth Korean regime (abor
use, a t t e m ~ t e dsassi in at ion
killing of
though not e v e ~ b o d yagrees with these descriptions o f
there are enough doubts to suggest that time is not on his side. Does
this mean that he will be toppled by a younger
leaders, perha
arshal Kim Gwang-ju
be 'retired' on medical grounds (there has been re
about the state o f his health in recent weeks) so tha
de with the past,
pends on how h
to above.

Apart from the regime's capacity to change, out which it is still too
to make any predictions although there
,the most pressing internal problem is the
income is taken as the base, There is no
the economy is in dire
5

r e s report, Swul, 18.7.1994, 1438.
rview with Chong
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A recent study by the main South

mic think-tank, the
Korea Development Institute, sugg
ttempts to improve
the North Korean economy are doomed
issue of inefficie
ertheless, business
and the inade~uateinfrastructure are t
leaders in Seoul are generally optimistic that the change in. regime will
result in increased business opportunities and a gradual op
.59 Already, two-way cross border trade with
increased to approximately US$ 700 million (1993).60
erwhelming problem remains the
ether, as many analysts (including
ea watchers in Seoul) believe, the issue was triggered by
ng mainly to force the United States
er it is the last desperate act of a r
friends and finally cornered, is not clear.
assessment seems at least partly correct.
seeks b
er i
ion and financial
extent
ial
tes contact with
years was in the set-piece environme
prospect of achieving these goals.
here of Geneva some progress appe

7 See his unpublished paper 'North and South Korea
See also his The Korean economies: c o m ~ ~ o n
Clarendon Press, 1993).
58 See Chung-in oon, 'The political economy of security on the Korean
in the regional context' (paper presented to the
rkshop on 'Security and the
~'
1992), 8, 17-18.
Korean Peninsula in the 1 9 9 0 ~Canberra,
wsreview, 23.7.1994, 15-16,

oun tains, ~ ~ i p p i n

ions. It is no

f course, any nuclear proliferation i to be deplored, but the latest
LA estimates sugge t that earlier c cern was e ~ a ~ ~ e r a t e d The
."2
problem for the West is how to proceed from here.

m Jong-il undertook,
ins of administrative
t Successor' remains
lers in South

espite the lengthy

cember 1993, the
ibed Kim Jong-il as 'paranoid,
his limited personal ability, ~ossiblewides~readopposition
the continuing poor economic and social conditions could
to a coup."*
s
have
ile a n ~ h i n is
g possible, this view is not shared by ~ t h e r who
met him and notice his keen interest in business and politics. In fact,

61 On this issue, see Peter Hayes, The Republic of Korea and the nuclear issue'
(paper presented to the
rkshop on 'Security and the Korean Peninsula in the
199Qs,' Canberra, 1992).
62 Far Eastern Economic Review, 14.7.1994, 3
report, Seoul, 14~~.1994,
QZQ2.

For the time being, Kim Yong-il appears secure as leader of
Korea, The Korean People's Army and security forces have pledged
loyalty, most potential family rivals have been sidelined and the elite
managing the country are largely younger bureaucrats who have been
m Yong-il, such as the North-South summit
g-sun and Deputy Foreign Minister and chief
m Yong-il's major
negotiator with the United States Kan
dilemma will be how to open up North
prove the ailing
economy without bringing about the destruction of the regime.
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66 Agence ~rance r e ~ report,
~e
11.7.199
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Kirn 11-sung’s Family Tree
Grandfather

(Kirn Bo-hyon)
Father
(Kim Hyong-jik)

Mother
(Kang Ban-sok)

I

(Kim Chol-ju)
(Kim Yong-ju)

First Wife
(Kim Jong-suk)
Children :
Kim Jong-il
Kim Kyong-hui

Second Wife
(Kim Song-ae)
Children :
Kim Kyong-jin
Kim Pyong-il
Kim Yong-il

